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ABOUT US
Quality from the outside in.
For over 40 years Northeast Building Products has
been creating and perfecting window products that not
only make your home more beautiful, but increase its
value while providing security, dependability, energy
efficiency, and maintenance-free operation.
Our products feature “Quality from the outside in.”
This winning combination of aesthetic beauty and
inner strength means that your windows will maintain
their value for years to come. We do this through
relentless innovation, state-of-the-art equipment and
by using only the highest quality materials and
components. As a further commitment to excellence,
we back up our offerings with outstanding customer
service and a limited lifetime guarantee.
Every year since 2000, Northeast Building Products
has been rated as a “Top 100 Window Manufacturer”
by Window and Door magazine, and the company
recently won the industry’s highest honor—the
Crystal Achievement Award—for “Most Innovative
Plant.” Northeast was also selected as the “Greenest
Manufacturer” in the U.S. by Door and Window
Manufacturer magazine.
This industry recognition is a testament to our
commitment to quality products, innovation and to
building a better tomorrow.
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INNOVATION

Sashline Equipment
TM

Northeast Building Products is the first company to manufacture windows
with the Sashline™...the most technologically advanced window production
system in the world. Crusader® Series windows are manufactured using this
precision driven robotic and computer controlled assembly system for the
highest in quality, performance, dependability, and style.

Sashlite Technology
®

Sashlite® is a revolutionary spacer system that integrates the spacer directly into the sash profile. The result is a window with superior
structural strength, advanced thermal performance, and the highest levels of beauty, quality, value, and style. Our Crusader® Series
windows, made with Sashlite® technology, not only provide a superior warm-edge moisture reducing barrier, but also are one
of the highest performing and energy efficient windows in the industry
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Energy inefficient windows can significantly contribute to the energy loss in your home. Northeast Building Products offers two optional Camelot® Performance
Packages which feature the latest and most innovative energy efficiency technologies. From Sashlite’s® revolutionary integrated spacer to energy-saving Low-E
pyrolytic hard-coat glass options, Camelot® Performance Package windows can help reduce home heating and cooling costs...while providing you and your family
with year-round comfort, dependability and style. Below we provide a brief overview of how environmental factors influence window performance:

1

Convection
When warm air from inside the home meets a cold window,
a chilly, circulatory draft can occur. Camelot® Performance
Package windows can help reduce convection related problems.
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1

2

Air Infiltration
Air leakage through unsealed gaps increases a home’s energy
usage. Camelot® Performance Package windows offer premium
airflow protection.

2

3

Radiant Heat Loss
Clear glass absorbs interior heat and radiates it outdoors.
Camelot® Low-E glass coatings will assist in reducing radiant
heat loss, saving you money in the winter.
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3

4

Conduction
Conduction is the direct transfer of heat through the window
frame. Camelot® Performance Package windows reduce thermal
heat loss due to conduction.
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Interior view

Thermal transmittance, also known as U-value, is the rate of heat transfer between
the interior and exterior of a window. The R-value of a window, also known
as “thermal resistance”, is simply the reciprocal of the U-value (1/U). So if a
window has a U-Value of 0.20, it will have an R-Value of 5 (1/0.20).
The higher the R-value of a window, the greater its insulating properties, and
thus the greater its energy efficiency. Camelot® R-5 Ultra Performance Package
windows feature one of the highest double glazed R-values in the industry,
for the ultimate in energy efficiency and thermal performance.
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In the summer months, solar radiation can dramatically increase
home cooling costs. In addition, UV radiation can fade and
damage interior furnishings.

Exterior view

Thermal Transmittance and Resistance (U and R-Values)

Solar Radiation

Camelot® Performance Package windows feature a Low-E
micro-coating which assists in reducing solar radiation and
provides superior UV protection.
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Light Transmittance
Camelot® Low-E coatings allow short wave visible light to be
absorbed through the window, which helps reduce lighting
costs throughout the year and is reradiated as heat in the winter.
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Condensation
Condensation can damage window frames, sills, and interior
shades while contributing to mold and indoor humidity.
Northeast offers warm-edge spacers for superior condensation
resistance.

PERFORMANCE PACKAGES

ENERGY EFFICIENCY OPTIONS

Outside

R-5 Ultra Performance Package
Northeast Building Products’ R-5 Ultra Performance Package option delivers windows
with an R-value of 5 (U-Factor of 0.2). The R-5 Ultra Performance Package features:

Low-E Glass: High performance low-emissivity glass featuring microscopic layers
of silver and titanium dioxide on surface 2 for superior thermal performance.
Low-E Pyrolytic Hard-coat Glass: A transparent, molecularly bonded silicon-oxy-carbide
ceramic coating on surface 4 reflects long wavelength infrared energy.
Argon Gas: Filled with clear, non-toxic Argon gas to reduce the thermal conductivity
of the airspace between the glass layers for the ultimate in energy efficiency.
Sashlite Spacer: The revolutionary Sashlite® integrated spacer provides a superior

warm-edge, moisture reducing barrier that reduces condensation while dramatically
increasing the window’s thermal performance.

Inside

Foam Injection: The hollows inside the vinyl master frame are injected with
polyurethane foam to reduce thermal conductivity and help your windows operate
at peak thermal efficiency year round.
Dual Panes: Camelot® R-5 Ultra Performance Package windows feature double
strength dual panes—as compared to more expensive triple-pane windows—
without any sacrifices in energy efficiency or performance.

Outside

Energy Package
The Energy Package is Northeast Building Products’ superior solution for high levels
of thermal performance and energy efficiency. Available as an option, the Energy
Package features:

Low-E Glass: Microscopic layers of silver and titanium dioxide coat the inside surface of the outer window pane (surface 2) for superior thermal performance.
Argon Gas: Argon gas reduces the thermal conductivity of the airspace between
the two glass panes for superior energy efficiency and increased performance.
Sashlite® Spacer: Sashlite® is a revolutionary integrated spacer technology that
provides a superior warm-edge and moisture-reducing barrier.

Inside

Foam Injection: Selected hollows inside the vinyl master frame are injected
with polyurethane foam.
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CRUSADER

®

CAMELOT SERIES WINDOWS
®

The Crusader® Series is Northeast Building
Products’ premium window line, precision crafted
using only the most advanced technologies. One
such technology is Sashlite®, a revolutionary
spacer system that integrates the spacer directly
into the sash profile.
The result is a window with superior structural
strength, industry leading thermal performance,
and the highest levels of beauty, quality, value,
and style. In testing by an independent lab,
Sashlite® windows outperformed and surpassed
industry standards for seal durability, air infiltration,
water penetration, and structural performance.

Crusader® Series windows feature a wall
thickness of .075 and a DP-60 rating, the
equivalent of withstanding hurricane level winds.
This combination of strength, durability, and
thermal performance results in one of the most
energy efficient windows on the market, helping
you lower your energy usage in winter and
summer months. The Crusader® Series is the only
choice when it comes to true performance in a
premium window.
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CRUSADER

®

DOUBLE HUNG WINDOW FEATURES

Frame and sash corners are miter cut
and fusion welded for a structural
integrity that significantly exceeds
the strength of ordinary mechanical
window designs

Sashlite® spacer technology
provides the highest thermal
performance and structural
integrity

Premium double-strength glass
Maintenance-free 100% virgin vinyl
Deluxe dual ventilation latches enable
windows to vent in a partially open
position
Both sashes tilt in easily for safe, fast
cleaning from inside the home
Patented heavy-duty, cam-action lock
Aluminum extruded locking
half-screen with fiberglass screen
wire for maximum durability

Reinforced, interlocking
sashes provide maximum
seal protection where
sashes meet

Stainless steel constant force
balance system for smooth and
effortless operation
Insulating installation jamb foam
enhances draft resistance
Extruded lift and pull rails with no
snap-in parts or components for
superior strength & durability

Double hung windows are the most popular window style and
feature vertically moving sashes. Crusader double hung windows
®

represent the ultimate in performance, beauty, value and quality.

Gold Series double
weatherstripping provides
superior UV protection
and resists mold, mildew
and fungus

Available in:
white

almond

cocoa (outside) / white (inside)

Custom colors available - see page 26
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CRUSADER

®

PICTURE WINDOWS

Picture Windows
A picture window gets its name
because it acts as a picture frame,
highlighting your beautiful scenery
and providing an attractive view
of the outdoors. Characterized by
clean aesthetic lines, Crusader®
picture windows are an excellent
complement to Crusader® double
hung windows and are perfect for
flooding a room with light. Crusader®
picture windows feature the energy
efficient Sashlite® technology and are
fusion welded for superior strength
and durability.

All Crusader® windows

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

are available with an

Every Crusader® window is backed by a written, limited

optional integrated J-channel

lifetime warranty against blistering, corroding, flaking,

and nailing fin for new
construction.
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peeling or rotting of all extruded vinyl components,
hardware and insulated glass. You have our word on it.

CRUSADER

®

SLIDING WINDOWS

Sliding Windows
Sliding windows feature sashes
that glide smoothly from side-to-side
along grooves on the frame structure.
Crusader® sliding windows are a very
popular window style and like picture
windows, can help fill up a room with
natural light and views of the outdoors.
Crusader® sliding windows feature
the revolutionary Sashlite® insulating
glass technology, for the ultimate in
energy efficiency.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
CRUSADER® SLIDING WINDOWS
Operating sashes are removable for easy cleaning
A specially designed brass roller system lets the sash
operate with minimal effort

Available in:
white

almond

cocoa (outside) / white (inside)

Custom colors available - see page 26

Available in 2-lite and 3-lite configurations
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CRUSADER

®

CAMELOT® SERIES CASEMENT WINDOWS

Camelot® Casement Windows
Casement windows are popular, functional hinged windows.
The window opens outward with a turn of a crank handle and
offers ease-of-use and dependability. These stylish windows can
be combined to form multiple lite configurations for a sleek,
contemporary look. Every Crusader® casement window opens a
full 90 degrees for easy cleaning, and is an excellent choice for
hard-to-reach locations.
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CRUSADER

®

PICTURE AND AWNING WINDOWS

Casement Picture Windows
Camelot® Crusader® Series casement picture windows
match the sight lines of the casement windows to pull
together a complete look for your home. Picture windows
do not open or close and are designed to provide an
unobstructed view of the outdoors. All Crusader® picture
windows feature the energy efficient Sashlite® technology
and are fusion welded for superior strength and durability.

Awning Windows
Awning windows are hinged on top and swing outward to
open. They are usually rectangular, and wider than they are
tall. Our Crusader® awning windows offer ample light and
ventilation and can be used either alone or with a casement
or picture window. Crusader® awning windows feature the
revolutionary Sashlite® technology and are fusion welded for
superior strength and durability.
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TRUSTGARD

™

CAMELOT SERIES WINDOWS
®

The classic good looks and outstanding
performance of TrustGard™ make it the brand
more contractors and builders rely on for low
maintenance, energy efficiency and long-lasting
appeal. If your home has problems with drafts,
water leaks, uneven room temperatures or
disturbing outdoor noises – or if your windows
just don’t look as nice as the rest of your home –
TrustGard™ windows are the answer.
It’s easy to see the quality built into every
TrustGard™ window, including fusion welded
corners, 7/8” insulated glass and a fully
weather-stripped sash, all engineered to today’s
demanding standards for energy efficiency.
TrustGard™ windows can also be ordered with
an optional Camelot® Performance Package.
The wide selection of styles allow you to reflect
the unique character of your home...and you can
be sure each TrustGard™ window will be a
perfect fit, because we custom make each
window specifically for your home.
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TRUSTGARD

™

DOUBLE HUNG WINDOW FEATURES

Frame and sash corners are miter cut
and fusion welded for a structural
integrity that significantly exceeds
the strength of ordinary mechanical
window designs

7/8” insulated glass
utilizing PPG Intercept®
warm-edge technology

Drop-in exterior silicone glazing
provides trim sight lines and enhance
structural integrity
Deluxe dual ventilation latches enable
windows to vent in a partially open position
Both sashes tilt in easily for safe, fast
cleaning from inside the home
Low-profile, cam-action lock
Maintenance-free 100% virgin vinyl
Aluminum extruded half-screen with
fiberglass screen wire and beveled
exterior screen track

Reinforced, interlocking
sashes provide maximum
seal protection where
sashes meet

Stainless steel constant force balance
system for smooth and effortless operation
Insulating installation jamb foam
enhances draft resistance
Extruded lift and pull rails with no
snap-in parts or components for
superior strength and durability

One of the most popular window styles on the market, double
hung windows feature sashes that move in a vertical direction.
TrustGard™ double hung windows feature outstanding
performance and easy care maintenance.

Double weatherstripping
provides superior UV
protection

Available in:
white

almond

cocoa (outside) / white (inside)

Custom colors available - see page 26
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TRUSTGARD

™

PICTURE WINDOWS

Picture Windows
Picture windows feature a modern,
streamlined look and are perfect for
rooms with a beautiful outdoor view.
These energy efficient windows offer
unobstructed sightlines and are great
for filling a room with natural light.
Combine a picture window with
TrustGard™ double hung windows
and you’ll achieve an elegant,
contemporary look. All TrustGard™
picture windows feature the energy
efficient Intercept® technology and
are fusion welded for increased
strength and durability.

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
All TrustGard™ windows

Every Crusader® window is backed by a written, limited

are available with an

lifetime warranty against blistering, corroding, flaking,

optional integrated J-channel

peeling or rotting of all extruded vinyl components,

and nailing fin for new

hardware and insulated glass. You have our word on it.

construction.
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TRUSTGARD

™

SLIDING WINDOWS

Sliding Windows
Sliding windows, sometimes called sliders, open and close
horizontally and are a perfect solution for areas such as
walkways or patios, where projecting windows would be
obtrusive. These sleek, contemporary windows are a perfect
fit for hard to reach areas such as above a sink. TrustGard™
sliding windows are easy to clean and operate, and offer
excellent ventilation and security.

Hopper Windows
Hopper windows are hinged at the bottom and open inward from
the top. These versatile windows offer excellent ventilation and are
perfectly suited for both small and large spaces, such as a basement.
TrustGard™ hopper windows feature a lever-style handle that fits into
the locking mechanism for security.
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BAY AND BOW
CAMELOT SERIES WINDOWS
®

A stylish bay or bow window can add
character, beauty and value to your home
by expanding your view of the outdoors.
And Camelot® bay and bow windows from
Northeast Building Products are as durable as
they are beautiful.
Featuring the revolutionary Sashlite® integrated
spacer technology, our bay and bow windows
are stronger and more durable than typical
vinyl windows.
Our experts can custom design a bay or bow
window that creates the effect you’re looking
for, including combining fixed lites with
casement or double hung windows.
For safety and stability, all Camelot® bay and
bow windows have threaded steel rods and an
optional cable support system.
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BAY AND BOW

STANDARD WINDOW FEATURES

1

Fusion welded frames and sashes
for structural strength

2

Sashlite® spacer technology provides
the highest thermal performance
and structural integrity

3

Threaded steel rod and optional
cable support system for maximum
stability and strength

4

Multiple chamber construction for
added strength and energy efficiency

5

Energy efficient jambs, head and seat
boards in birch plywood, insulated
birch plywood or solid vinyl*

6

Maintenance-free 100% virgin vinyl

7
8

*solid vinyl additional charge

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

Every bay & bow window is backed by a written,
limited lifetime warranty against blistering, corroding,
flaking, peeling or rotting of all extruded vinyl
components, hardware and insulated glass.
You have our word on it.

Optional extended sill and
ears available

Available in:
white

almond

cocoa (outside) / white (inside)
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BAY WINDOWS
Bay Windows
A bay window is an angular,
multi-panel window that projects
out from the wall line, increasing
the viewing area and creating
additional space inside the home.
The most typical bay window
consists of a fixed center lite flanked
on either side by two double hung
or casement windows. The side
windows project at either 9, 15, 30,
or 45 degree angles. Camelot® bay
windows feature the revolutionary
Sashlite® insulating glass technology.
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BOW WINDOWS

Bow Windows
A bow window is recognized by its smooth, graceful curve and its expansive, open views. When viewed from the
outside of the home, they make a unique, dramatic statement. Camelot® bow windows feature a consistent radius
throughout, which is achieved by joining multiple, equal-sized windows. The wider each window, the deeper the
curve and the more the bow will project from the home. Northeast Building Products can create a custom-designed
bow window that combines fixed lites with casement or double hung windows to produce a dramatic yet elegant
look. Camelot® bow windows feature the revolutionary Sashlite® insulating glass technology.
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CAMELOT BAY AND BOW
®

PROJECTION INFORMATION

Overall projection is the entire dimension from the interior edge
of the window sill to the outermost exterior edge of the window.
Our bay window is available in four different degree options: 9,
15, 30 or 45 and can be customized to meet your needs. It all
depends on what type of projection you are looking for.

Bay Window Projection Chart
Sidelite Dimension

16”

17”

18”

19”

20”

21”

22”

23”

24”

25”

26”

27”

28”

9º Bay Window Unit

7 7/8

8

8 1/8

8 1/4

8 3/8

8 5/8

8 3/4

8 7/8

9

9 1/4

9 3/8

9 1/2

9 3/4

15º Bay Window Unit

9 1/2

9 3/4

10

10 1/4

10 1/2

10 3/4

11

11 3/8

11 1/2

11 3/4

12

12 1/4

12 1/2

30º Bay Window Unit

13 1/2

14

14 1/2

15

15 1/2

16

16 1/2

17

17 1/2

18

18 1/2

19

19 1/2

45º Bay Window Unit

17 1/4

18

18 3/4

19 3/8

20

20 7/8

21 1/2

22 1/4

23

23 5/8

24 1/4

25

25 3/4

Overall projection is the entire dimension from the interior edge of the window sill to the outermost exterior edge of the window. All projections are based
on a standard jamb size of ﬁve and one-half (5 1/2) inches. Standard extended sill and ears are configured as a two-inch extended sill with four-inch ears,
unless otherwise specified. All projections are estimates only and the actual projection may vary.

HEAD AND SEAT BOARD OPTIONS

Birch Plywood
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Insulated Birch Plywood

Solid Vinyl

CAMELOT BAY AND BOW
®

PROJECTION INFORMATION

Overall width and
approximate projections
All units configured with a
standard jamb of 5 1/2”

Our bow window standard projections utilize a 9 degree mullion.
For greater projections, we have a 15 degree mullion or, if less
projection is desired, we also offer a 5 degree mullion.

Bow Window Projection Chart

Size Range

Overall Projection Range

9º Bow 3-Lite Unit

52” - 96”

9 1/2” - 12”

9º Bow 4-Lite Unit

66” - 120”

12 1/4” - 17”

9º Bow 5-Lite Unit

84” - 144”

15 1/4” - 21 1/2”

9º Bow 6-Lite Unit

100” - 144”

20” - 25 1/2”

Overall projection is the entire dimension from the interior edge of the window sill to the
outermost exterior edge of the window. All projections are based on a standard jamb size of
ﬁve and one-half (5 1/2) inches. All units are constructed with equal dimension sections. All
projections are estimates only and the actual projection may vary.

CABLE
SUPPORT
SYSTEM
Cable support
can be added
to bay and bow
windows to
further secure the
unit to the house
for maximum
stability.
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GRID OPTIONS
Standard Grids
Available in:
white
almond
cocoa (outside) white (inside)

Colonial Standard

Diamond Standard

Standard Detail

Contour Grids
Available in:
white
almond
cocoa (outside) white (inside)

Colonial Contour

Queen Ann Contour

Contour Detail

Elite Grids
Available in:
brass
pewter

Elite Brass Traditional
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Elite Pewter Traditional

Elite Queen Ann

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Double Locks

Extruded Full Screen

As an option, Northeast can add a

Northeast offers extruded full

second lock to your window, thus

screens which cover the length of

increasing security and reducing the

the glass. This allows for window

risk that you’ll accidentally leave

venting from both the top and

your windows unlocked.

bottom sashes.

Specialty Glass

Factory Mulling

For added privacy Northeast offers

Northeast offers a zero-degree

a premium quality obscure glass as

mulling system with factory sealed

an option. For additional peace of

joints and steel plates at both the

mind, Northeast also offers a

top and bottom of the window for

specially tempered safety glass.

added strength.

Custom Shapes

Oriel Style Configurations

For the ultimate in style, design and

Oriel style windows feature unequal

individuality, Northeast offers a full

sash configurations. This allows for

line of specialized window shapes

a distinctive, customized look that

and sizes, custom made to fit your

will set your windows apart.

home’s unique character.
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PAINTED WINDOWS
CRUSADER® AND TRUSTGARD™ SERIES

Camelot Painted Window Program
®

Northeast Building Products offers a unique painted window
program that allows you to add a rich, beautiful color to the
exterior of your double hung, sliding, picture, casement, or
awning windows. Available for both Crusader® and TrustGardTM
series windows, the vibrant colors of your painted windows will
distinguish your home while adding value and style.

Color Options

Brick Red 573

Almond 149

Bronze 922

Brown 977

Clay 120

Bronze Exterior
White Interior

Brown Exterior
White Interior

Cocoa 842

Green 678

Custom color match available.

Colonial Contour Grid Options

White Exterior
White Interior

Brick Red Exterior
White Interior

Almond Exterior
White Interior/
Almond Interior

Clay Exterior
White Interior

Cocoa Exterior
White Interior

Green Exterior
White Interior

Grids cannot be custom colored.

Due to the effects of heat, light, age and the printing process, samples shown on this page may vary slightly in color or sheen from the actual materials.
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AND YES. WE ALSO DO DOORS.

LIKE US.

FOLLOW US.

facebook.com/NBPcorporation

twitter.com/NBPcorporation

www.NBPcorporation.com

CAMELOT ® PRO-SERIES Double Hung Window
VINYL FRAME - DOUBLE GLAZED
LOW E / ARGON
NFRC CPD#: NBP-K-00-00000-0000
TCH ID:

ORDER #

S010313.01. 01
ENERG
U-FACTOR (U.S./1-P)

0.30

000000/ 000
PRD00 0/00/00

TINGS
SOLAR HEAT GAIN COEFFICIENT

NBPcorporation.com
0.31

ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCE RATINGS
VISIBLE TRANSMITTANCE

CONDENSATION RESISTANCE
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